Social Contribution

—Construction of a dream-inspiring society—
At the TEL Group, we strive to nurture future generations and engaging in revitalization activities that respond
to local needs based on our commitment to “allow everyone to achieve prosperity, construct a dream-inspiring
society, and create new technology for the global community.” We encourage promotion of a society that takes
advantage of the Tokyo Electron identity, and work to create relationships where everyone can grow together.

Support for science education (Japan)
Sponsored Science Intercollegiate
The TEL Group is a special sponsor of the Science Intercollegiate (sponsored
by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology), an
event where students studying the field of natural science announce the results
of their research and compete with one another. It represents the advance of
Japan’s science and technology and provides skills necessary for sustainable
development, fostering the learning of next-generation engineers. The TEL
Group endorses this event as a place necessary for students to enjoy friendly
rivalry as well as for promoting incentives for future research activities, and we
support the students’ independent research activities.

Enthusiasm of students who took part in the Science
Intercollegiate

Sponsored the Shinichi Hoshi Award and robot creation workshop
In 2013, Nikkei’s Shinichi Hoshi Award was established as a literary award for
exploring scientific ideas. Excellent works with original ideas that look to the
future and that have fresh outlooks that inspire are awarded. The TEL Group
was awarded the Tokyo Electron Award. In addition, a line tracer robot workshop
was held as a related event for elementary and junior high school students at
the Setagaya Literary Museum in Tokyo, with TEL Group employees acting as
instructors.

Awarding the Shinichi Hoshi Award

Sponsored “Let’s talk with outer space!”
The TEL Group participated as a business sponsor for “Let’s talk with outer
space!—Connecting outer space and the sea” (organized by Mainichi Shimbun),
an event where live transmissions are sent between Astronaut Koichi Wakata
who was commander of the International Space Station (ISS), and the Shinkai
6500-manned research submersible currently conducting drills in the Pacific
Ocean. Along with an Outer Space Lecture held before the live feed about
the origin of space and the Hayabusa asteroid explorer, around 130 children
attending the event at Roppongi Hills in Tokyo listened attentively to stories
about outer space and the deep sea that they would normally be unable to hear,
broadcast in real time from outer space and the depths of the ocean.

Live feed communication with astronaut Koichi Wakata

V o i c e Participation in a science education event

My three children took part in the “Let’s talk with outer space!” event aimed
at elementary, junior, and senior high school students. I watched the children
listening with rapt attention, and the phrase “sense of wonder” came to my
mind. Compared to adults, children are much more curious and sensitive to the
unknown and mysteries. The event was a great way for them to learn about
science while having fun. Though the contribution to society is not immediately
obvious, I believe that offering a great opportunity like this as a business sponsor
is very meaningful.
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Tohoku Recovery Project

Certificate of appreciation for Tohoku recovery
assistance

Immediately following the Great East Japan Earthquake, the TEL Group’s
Tohoku Recovery Project team began focusing on providing a variety of ongoing
support programs. In addition to monetary and item donations—such as bench
coats—to the disaster-hit areas, we have carried out visiting lectures to assist
learning in the disaster-hit areas, and held charity concerts.
We hope to help contribute to the recovery of disaster-stricken communities by
bringing joy to the local children and residents. Our efforts were recognized and
TEL was awarded a certificate of appreciation by the Minister of Health, Labour
and Welfare in 2014.

Chronology of the Tokyo Electron Group’s recovery operations
Year
implemented

Content (target)

Category

535.9 million yen cash donation
(Japanese Red Cross Society and local governments)
Inauguration of the Tohoku Recovery Project
Special sponsor for “Let’s talk with outer space! Milky way
2011 classroom” (elementary, junior high school students)

Lesson at a visiting lecture

2012

2013
Photo message in response to the bench coat
donations

Contributions
and donations
Other
Revitalization
(education)

Special sponsor for “Let’s talk with outer space! Starry skies
concert with Ayaka Hirahara” (general public)

Revitalization
(culture)

Donated 11 PV power generation systems (public facilities)

Contributions
and donations

Special sponsor of a reconstruction charity concert, “The Musical
Sound of Recovery Reverberates in Miyagi” (general public)

Revitalization
(culture)

Donated a research facility to Tohoku University (university,
research institute)

Revitalization
(education)

Providing students with workplace experience, visiting lectures
(elementary, junior high school students)

Revitalization
(education)

Donated common items to about 750 locations of temporary
housing (temporary housing areas)

Contributions
and donations

Sponsor for a Great East Japan Earthquake memorial charity
ballet show, the Grand Gala Concert (general public)

Revitalization
(culture)

Sponsored “Fairies’ Fly to the World” dance event (junior high
school students)

Revitalization
(education)

Donated about 1,700 bench coats (for public health nurses etc.,
caring for disaster victims)

Contributions
and donations

Providing students with workplace experience, visiting lectures
(elementary, junior high school students)

Revitalization
(education)

Participated in and sponsored Tohoku University’s Tohoku Forum
for Creativity (university, research institute)

Revitalization
(education)

Other social contribution activities
Environmental conservation

Revitalizing local communities

Educational support activities

Participated in the Corporate Afforestation Program

Sponsored a national women’s corporate relay

Organized by “Science Soccer School”

(Tokyo Electron Tohoku)

marathon or “Queen’s Ekiden” in Miyagi as a special

Planting trees in Tokyo Electron Forest
(Tokyo Electron Yamanashi)
CSR/groundwater recharge tree planting activities
(Tokyo Electron Kyushu)
Office greening campaign (Tokyo Electron (Shanghai)

sponsor (Tokyo Electron/Tokyo Electron Miyagi)
Sponsored the Kumamoto Castle Marathon
(Tokyo Electron Kyushu)
Sponsored Tokyo Electron Nirasaki Bunka Hall Naming
Right Memorial Concert (Tokyo Electron Yamanashi)

Limited)

Sponsored Nikkei Education Challenge, provided lecturers
Sponsored educational radio programs:
“YumeYume Engine!”, “Fairies’ Fly to the World”
Sponsored the All Japan High School Culture Festival
Kosen Robot Contest (Tokyo Electron FE)
Organized Mr. Denjiro's “Talk about Fun Science!”

* All activities listed without a company name were sponsored by Tokyo Electron Co., Ltd.
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Activities overseas
Semiconductor scholarship programs in Korea and China
The Korea Semiconductor Industry Association has been a main supporter of
education programs (taught by semiconductor and device manufacturers) for
talented semiconductor engineers since 2006. As a member, Tokyo Electron
Korea Limited also supports this scholarship program and since 2008 grants
a scholarship to one exceptional science and engineering student studying
semiconductors every year.
In addition, with the goal of contributing to the expansion of China’s industry,
Tokyo Electron (Shanghai) Limited established the Tokyo Electron Scholarship
at Peking University for students in the Microelectronics department.

Semiconductor scholarship award ceremony

Initiatives for the environment and social welfare in the U.S.
As part of TEL’s “Technology for Eco Life” campaign, Tokyo Electron U.S.
Holdings, Inc. (TEH) is focusing its community outreach efforts on local
environmental and social programs.
For more than 10 years, the U.S. headquarters of TEH in Austin has
continuously participated in Keep Austin Beautiful trash clean-ups. Employees
are also provided with many other opportunities to participate in environmental
conservation activities such as maintaining an employee garden, and taking part
in a cell phone recycling program that benefits biodiversity programs.
TEH also sponsors such non-profit organizations as the Meals on Wheels
program (which delivers meals to disabled elderly people), the Juvenile Diabetes
Research Foundation (which researches diabetes in children), The Nature
Conservancy (a world-renown nature conservation group), and the international
NGO Habitat for Humanity (which supports the construction of housing) through
scholarships and volunteer initiatives. In addition, TEH is also an advocate for
STEM* education programs in Texas, where their offices are located.

Habitat for Humanity activities

External evaluation (main awards received)
Category

Customer

Equipment/
production

Environment/
safety

Communication

Awards received

Sponser

2013 Preferred Quality Supplier Award (PQS award)

Intel Corporation

Fiscal 2013 Best Supplier Award for evaluation of
stable operation as an equipment manufacturer

Renesas Yamagata Semiconductor Co., Ltd.

Excellent Partner Award

Sony Semiconductor Corporation

Good Partner Award, Partnership Award

TOSHIBA Semiconductor & Storage Products Company

2013 Best Supplier Award

LG Display

2013 Best Suppliers of Equipment and Parts

Shanghai Huali Microelectronics Corporation (HLMC)

20th Semiconductor of the Year Awards Grand Prize in
the semiconductor manufacturing equipment category

The Semiconductor Industry News

Best Quality Award

Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation (SMIC)

Science Park Carbon Reduction Award and Parks and Green
Spaces Adoption Award (Tokyo Electron Taiwan Limited)

Hsinchu Science Park Administration

Selected as the Fiscal 2014 Excellent Foreign Invested Company
for Green Development (Tokyo Electron (Kunshan) Limited)

City of Kunshan

SEMI Technical Committee Award

Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International (SEMI)

FTSE4 Good Index Series

FTSE
Diawa Investor Relations Co., Ltd.

2013 Internet IR Commendation Award
Gold Award in the magazine advertising category
at the Japan BtoB Advertising Awards

BtoB Advertising Association Japan

* Unless the name of the award recipient company is specified, the award is assumed to have been presented to Tokyo Electron Limited.

| Glossary |
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*STEM: science, technology, engineering, and math education; it integrates and organizes existing technology education, and science and math education.

